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49. A Non-Homogeneous Ergodic Theorem.

By Shin-ichi IZUMI.
Mathematical Institute, Tohoku Imperial University, Sendai.

(Comm. by M. FUJIWARA, M.I.A., July 12, 1939.)

There are two ergodic theorems, one of which is the mean ergodic
theorem due to yon Neumann and the other is the Birkhoff’s ergodic
theorem.) These theorems treat of the convergence of the arithmetic
mean

(1) M,(f, T)= f(TP)+f(T2P)"’+f(T’P)

in the limit in the mean or in the limit in the ordinary sense, where
T and its inverse T-1 are the measure preserving transformation and
P is a point in the space /2, in which the Lebesgue measure is defined
and [21 <: oo.2)

This paper is to study the almost everywhere convergence of the
series)

(2) f(TP) t- f(TP) +...+ f(Tnp) +"’,
1 2 n

where

(3) If(P)dP=O.
The almost everywhere convergence of the series (2) implies tha

of (1). The condition (3) is necessary for the almost everywhere con-
vergence of (2), which is seen by the Abel’s lemma and the mean
ergodic theorem.

If T is of the mixture type, then

lim IT’A.BI IAI’IBI/II

for any measurable set A and B in /2. We will suppose that

IT"A.BI= [AI ]]BI o( 1 )I- loglnl
uniformly for all measurable set A and B such as A : B. In this
case we will call that T is of the uniform mixture type.

The object of this paper is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. If f(P)eL in 12, (3) holds and T is of the measure

preserving transformation of the uniform mixture type, then the series
(3) converges almost everywhere.

1) For the detail, see E. Hopf, Ergodentheorie and the Wiener’s papers in the
American Journal of Math., 5 (1938) and the Duke Mathematical Journal, 5 (1939).

2) [A[ means the measure of A.
3) The author owes this problem to Mr. Fukamiya.
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Proof. Let N be any positive integer and let us put

Jv(P) 1. u. b. --, f(T’P) .r,f(T"P)
where n(P) is an integral-valued measurable function and 1 (P) = N.
We can write

Jr J’r(P) dP--- f(T’P) dP,

where , ,/ (=1, 2, ..., N-1)
If we denote by o(P) the characteristic function of 2, then

J=-- (P)f(TP)dP
n-1 fig

N

if I(, 1=,-- ,(T-"P) f(P)dP= --(T-"P) f(P)dP.

By (3) we have

Jv 1__(T_,p) c f(P)dP

where c is a constant and is determined later. By the Schwarz’s in-
equality we get

If we deno by K} the fit factor of the right hand side, then we
have

K= --f(r-P)-cN dP

2cN e(T-P)+d dP

m-1

2cN (P)dP+c 1

= [f-’[-2c +
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where T-.Q, denotes the set of points T"-"P for Pea,.
is of the uniform mixture type, we have

where A. is bounded.

If we take

Since T

c-ll-- n
then

A 1K< ,’ < A, ,=- -mnlo(lm-n]+2) -- mnlo(Im-n[+2)

1 1 A 1o(+2)

Thus K is und. Therefore J(P) is almt everywhere upr
unded. Similly J(P) is almost everywhere lower und. The
almt everywhere convergence of (3) is prov consideng

I. u. b. f(T’P) g. 1. b. f(P)
Norman No Norman n-No

Theorem
the series

In Theorem 1, if we take off the condition (3), then

f(TP) M,(T, P)

converges almost everywhere, M,(T, P) being defined by (1).
Proof is done similarly as Theorem 1. Let us put

J(P) I. u. b. . f(TP) M(T, P).
We have

I .I nfP) nl
J(P)dP=

_
f(T --,- M,(T, P) dP

n-1

=, {f(T"P)-M,(T, P)} ’,,(P)dP
n-l

where C(P) and (P) is defined as n(P) and .(P) in the proof of
Theorem 1.
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Jv(P)dP=, (P)f(T’P) (P)M,,(T, P)dP
-1 -1- (T-P)f(P)dP(T P)f(P)dP-

{lf(P)i2dP}.
If we define as a in the prf of Theom 1, then we have

-.-- n .- ,-x
{I T- T- T-’a-

-IT- r-’ + T-’. T-’’
which is und Thus the threm is prove.


